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Skript-Aufgabe 137 (4 Punkte)Consider the following family of funtions:
T foo (S i)

{

return ++i;

}with T being one of the types int, int& and const int&, and S being one of the types
int, const int, int& and const int&. This de�nes 12 di�erent funtions, and all of thoseombinations are syntatially orret.a) Find the ombinations of T and S for whih the resulting funtion de�nition is semantial-ly valid, meaning, for example, that the onstness of variables and referenes is respeted.Semantial orretness also means that the ompiler will aept the ode, beause we havealready established syntatial orretness. Explain your answer.b) Among the ombinations found in a), �nd the ombinations of T and S for whih theresulting funtion de�nition is also valid during runtime, meaning that funtion allsalways have well-de�ned value and e�et; explain your answer.) For all ombinations found in b), give preise postonditions for the orresponding fun-tion foo.
Skript-Aufgabe 138 (4 Punkte)Write a funtion that swaps the values of two int-variables. It should use referene types andnot pointers.For example,
int a = 5;

int b = 6;

// here comes your function call

std::cout << a << "\n"; // outputs 6

std::cout << b << "\n"; // outputs 5



Skript-Aufgabe 148 (4 Punkte)Consider the generator ansic used in choosing_numbers.cpp. First, reall how the linearongruential method for generating random numbers works. Given a multiplier a 2 N, ano�set c 2 N, a modulus m 2 N and a seed x0 2 N, the sequene x1, x2, . . . of natural numbersde�ned by the rule
xi = (axi−1 + c)modm, i > 0,is a sequene of (pseudo-)random numbers. The generator ansic in the program

choosing_numbers.cpp uses this method and the following parameters: a = 1103515245,
c = 12345, m = 231, and x0 = 12345.Sine the modulus is m = 231, the internal omputations of the generator will ertainly over-ow if 32 bits are used to represent unsigned int values. Despite this, the sequene of pseu-dorandom numbers omputed by the generator is orret and oinides with its mathematialde�nition. Explain this!
Skript-Aufgabe 149 (4 Punkte)Find a loaded die that beats the fair die in the game of hoosing numbers. (This is a theoryexerise.)To reall, here are the rules for one round of hoosing numbers: Eah of two players indepen-dently writes down an integer between 1 and 6. Then the numbers are ompared. If they areequal, the game is a draw. If the numbers di�er by one, the player with the smaller numbergets CHF 2 from the one with the larger number. If the two numbers di�er by two or more,the player with the larger number gets CHF 1 from the one with the smaller number.The exerise asks for a loaded die whih wins against a fair die on average. The fair dieprodues every number between 1 and 6 with the same probability 1

6
.

Die Aufgaben 150 und 151 aus den Vorlesungsunterlagen sind die Challenge Aufgaben und gebenjeweils 8 Punkte, wenn sie vollst�andig gel�ost werden.
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